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Abstract— Conditional monitoring is a promising 

technology for monitoring the parameter. Due to 

temperature variation or high temperature defect can 

propogate and led to the failure. A framework is developed 

to address the crack problem in the piston, calculate stress 

intensity factor, perform crack propogation and life 

prediction. A quantative study of effect of alloying element 

on mechanical behavior of Al-Si casting alloy for piston has 

been conducted.In the condition of minimizing casting 

effect the influence of compound feature on the high 

temperature mechanical performance become more 

pronounced. Depending on Ni and Cu content affecting the 

strength of the matrix, the tensile strength was increase with 

Cu and Ni content. With the help of crack arrest 

phenomenon determining the parameter which are helpful to 

increase the life of component.                                           
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Condition Monitoring:  

Condition monitoring is the process of monitoring a 

parameter of condition in machinery(vibration temperature 

etc.),in order to identify a significant change which is 

indicative of a developing fault. It is a major component of 

predictive maintence. Condition monitoring technique are 

normally used on rotating equipment and other machinery 

(pumps, electric motor, internal combustion engine, 

presses),while periodic inspection using non destructive 

testing and fit for service evaluation are used for stationary 

plant equipment such as steam boiler piping and heat 

exchanger. 

B. Condition Monitoring Technology:  

The following list include the main condition monitoring 

techniques applied  in industrial and transportation sector:- 

- Vibration condition monitoring and diagnostics 

- Lubricant analysis 

- Acoustic emission 

- Infrared thermography 

- Ultra sound emission 

C. Crack:  

Crack is a phenomenon to break something so that there are 

line in its surface but it is usually not separated into pieces. 

The presence of crack significantly reduce the life of a 

component or sturucture. To make the life estimation for 

crack growth and damage tolerance design the following 

information are often needed:- 

1) The stress intensity factor  

2) The fracture toughness 

3) The applicable crack growth expression  

4) The initial crack size 

5) The final or critical crack size 

Crack can formed due to fatigue, due to as a 

consequence of manufacturing process and due to 

metallurgical discontinuity. 

D. Crack Arrest:  

The crack arrest approach can be adopted for determining 

the fitness for service of a component integrity assisment 

procedures are aimed at preventing the initiation of 

fracture.The application of crack arrest approach ductile 

fracture propogation control in gas pipeline, and fracture 

control in pressure vessel. 

E. Alluminium:  

Alluminium is a chemical element in the boron group with 

symbol Al and atomic number 13. It is silvery white, soft, 

non magnetic ductile metal. It having FCC crystal sturucture 

and its thermal expansion 23.1 micro/meter/Kelvin. The 

thermal conductivity of alluminium is 237 

watt/meter/Kelvin. Its melting and boiling point are 933.47k 

and 2743k respectively.Its young modulus and bulk 

modulus are 70 Gpa and 76 Gpa. 

F. Alluminium Alloy:  

Alluminium alloy or alloys in which alluminium is the 

predominant matel. The typical alloying element are 

Cu,Mg,Mn,Si,Tn,Zn.There are two principle mainly casting 

alloy or wrought alloy, both of which are further subdivided 

into the two category heat treatable and non heat treatable. 

G. Piston:  

Piston is a component of reciprocating engine reciprocating 

pumps and gas compressor, pneumatic cylinder, among 

other similer mechanism. It is the moving component that is 

contained by cylinder and gas tight by piston ring. 

In an engine its purpose is to transfer force from 

expanding gas in the cylinder to the crankshaft via piston 

rod and connecting rod. In a pump function is reversed and 

the force is transferred from the crankshaft to the piston. 

The composition of the piston: 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Rui bao(2013)  

was investigated crack propagation  in a nickel-based 

powder metallurgy (PM) superalloy. The crack propagation 

procedure was monitored by travelling microscope, high 

temperature extensometer and beachmarking technique. The 

crack growth behaviors in standard compact tension 

specimens and side-grooved compact tension specimens 

were compared. Several crack length measurement 
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techniques including beachmarking, linear correction and 

compliance measurement were discussed and the results 

were compared. Stress intensity factor K is both 

theoretically and practically a valid parameter for correlating 

creep-fatigue crack growth. The crack growth data obtained 

by beachmarking technique is reliable, irrespective of 

whether creep damage is evident or not. The intermittent 

introduced by beachmarking loading cycles will not affect 

the investigation on the crack growth rate. 

B. D. Gustafsson  

was proposed that high temperature hold times give rise to 

an embrittlement that causes inter- granular fracture. 

However, it has also been shown that the ratio between 

transgranular and intergranular fracture depends on both 

temperature and hold time length. Conceptually, three 

fracture type regions can be identified, representing (i) fully 

cycle dependent transgranular fracture, (ii) fully time 

dependent intergranular fracture and (iii) mixed type 

transgranular and intergranular fracture, where the ranges of 

the latter become shorter for higher temperature s. 

Furthermore, it is to be noted that even for long hold times 

and/or high temperatures, mixed mode cracking can be 

dominant in transient regions when a damaged zone is not 

yet fully developed. Inconel 718 is a frequently used 

material for gas turbine applications at temperatures up to 

650 C. The main load cycle for such components is typically 

defined by the start-up and shut-down of the engine. It 

generally includes hold times at high temperatures, which 

have been found to have a potential for greatly increasing 

the fatigue crack growth rate with respect to the number of 

load cycles. Using the evolution model of the damaged zone 

and the scale factors, hold time tests, time dependent crack 

growth tests and block tests can be handled satisfactorily. 

The model has few fitting parameters and the material 

parameters can easily be obtained from fatigue crack growth 

testing. However, the crack growth behaviour within the 

mixed transgranular/ intergranular fracture region is not 

captured. 

C. Mengyan Nie  

was found that accurate fault detection and reliable 

prognosis in wind turbine gearbox remain challenging due 

to the inherited complexities in their mechanical systems 

and operation conditions. In order to achieve robust 

condition monitoring for WT gearboxes, the area of Sensor 

Technologies; Most current condition monitoring systems 

are based on vibration and oil analysis. Accelerometers are 

often mounted on gearbox housings, which often leads to 

low signal-to-noise ratio that affecting the detection. This 

issue can be dealt with by using miniaturizing and/or 

embedding the sensors close to the fault sites. Apart from 

the existing sensing techniques, novel sensors such as 

Barkhausen noise inspection, in-situ hydrogen sensors, oil 

quality monitoring devices, as well as multi-sensor 

combination, should be further exploited 

for wind turbine gearbox monitoring, and area of 

Signal Processing and Data Management: As huge amount 

of data are being collected from wind farms, the fast 

growing databases require advanced signal processing 

techniques and data mining strategies to extract the most 

useful information for timely wind turbine condition 

monitoring and maintenance. In order to develop robust 

condition monitoring and prognosis technologies and 

systems for wind turbine gearboxes, a comprehensive 

review of the state-of-art of condition monitoring and fault 

diagnosis techniques has been carried out 

D. Matteo Corbettaa, Claudio Sbarufattia, Andrea 

Manesa, Marco Giglioa(2014) 

This paper deals with the problem of fatigue crack growth 

under variable-amplitude loading from a lifetime prediction 

viewpoint. A sequential Monte Carlo technique is employed 

to monitor crack propagation in presence of several 

uncertainties related to the material properties, measurement 

systems and environmental variability. The algorithm is able 

to estimate the most probable parameters describing crack 

growth data focusing on the most probable crack growth 

trajectories and enhancing the prediction of the residual life 

of the structure. Monte Carlo sampling allows accounting 

for the variable amplitude loading condition, simulating 

several crack growth evolutions using different loads and 

selecting the more appropriate for the actual crack evolution. 

The outcome of the algorithm that is the residual life 

prediction is used to appreciate the performances of the 

method. The end of the paper discusses the application of 

the method within structural health monitoring systems and 

lifetime predictor frameworks.  

E. Aditya S. Deshpande (2010)  

was proposed the fatigue crack growth measurement in 

rocker and rocker roller bearing. His experiment was based 

on the minimum energy principle for bodies in rolling 

contact with dry friction,the normal and pressure 

distribution are computed, he also observe most critical 

location of a crack in the bearing. Number of load cycle that 

are required for an initial crack to propogate, after that the 

proposed algorithm is applied to determine weather the 

failure of bearing occur due to crack propogation. He also 

found that the critical location of crack in bearing at a point 

very close to contact region 

F. J.Zhang  

using FEM for measuring the compressive stress on the 

crack tip and their implications on fatigue crack growth. The 

results are obtained due to tension compression loading. The 

loading parameter are maximum stress intensity factor and 

maximum compressive stress in the applied cycle. In a 

tension–compression load cycle, the maximum applied 

stress intensity and the applied stress ratio together cannot 

determine the near crack tip local parameters and therefore 

cannot be used as a pair of parameters to correlate fatigue 

crack propagation rate under tension–compression fatigue 

loading. In a tension–compression load cycle, the maximum 

applied stress intensity factor in the tensile part of the 

applied load cycle and the maximum applied compressive 

stress in the compressive part of the load cycle are the two 

controlling loading parameters dominating the near crack tip 

local parameters. 

G. M. Azamfar, M. Moshrefifar(2015)  

It is shown in present study that Rainflow method is unable 

to accurately estimate fatigue life of components under 

random loading, almost always. The inconsistencies 

between results of Rainflow method and hysteresis curve are 

also discussed. Alike the Peak counting method, it is shown 
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that Shadow method doesn’t consider the possibility of 

deformation within individual cycles. Hence, Moshrefifar 

and Azamfar method is proposed as a novel technique 

having accurate results in different analytical conditions 

which are in good consistence with results obtained from 

hysteresis curves. Authors finally propose an algorithm as 

well as a C language program for this method.  

H. M.C. Marinelli 

In this work the microstructure, cyclic plastic slip activation, 

short crack nucleation and propagation were studied in 

LDSS AL 2003 in different thermal conditions, AR and HT. 

The results have revealed that in the AR condition the first 

deformation lines appear in the ferrite phase and in the HT 

condition slip markings arise simultaneously in both phases. 

Moreover, with respect to crack initiation site in both 

conditions, AR and HT, short cracks nucleate on extrusions/ 

intrusions in ferritic grains. This microcracks nucleation in 

ferrite, in AR specimens is due to a larger plastic 

deformation developed in this phase whereas in HT 

condition can be attributed to Cr2N precipitation observed 

in ferrite. On the other hand, the crack propagation in both 

AR and HT specimens corresponds along a favorable slip 

plane with high SF (stage I) or alternating between two slip 

systems (stage II). The occurrence of crack propagation by 

stage II can be explained by the small relation of α and β. 

I. Camille Gandiolle(2013) 

The crack arrest in steel/steel contact was observed for 

severely plastic conditions and a high fatigue stress ratio. 

The low crack propagation induced by the high fatigue ratio 

has been resolved experimentally by using a fast online 

method: the potential drop technique. In addition an 

experimental crack arrest criterion has been defined: for 

Ke<10-9, there is no crack propagation but for Ke>10-9, the 

crack propagates. Using this fast methodology the 

experimental fretting fatigue crack arrest boundary was 

defined. The fretting-fatigue crack arrest condition is 

formalized as the condition for which a crack nucleates but 

stops propagating and so the sample never fails. Usually this 

domain is small as the fatigue loading greatly promotes the 

crack propagation. The aim of this research work is to 

investigate the crack arrest condition for severe plastic 

condition (maximal pressure is 2.5 times greater than the 

yield stress) and high fatigue stress ratio (R=0.94) thus for 

not much propagating conditions. 

J. Lucjan Witek(2011) 

This paper presents results of experimental crack 

propagation analysis of damaged compressor Blades of the 

helicopter engine, subjected to high cycle fatigue. The 

blades used in investigations were preliminary defected to 

simulate the foreign object damage. The blades during 

experiment were entered into transverse vibration. The crack 

propagation process was conducted in resonance condition. 

During fatigue investigations the crack length and amplitude 

of the blade tip displacement were monitored. The fatigue 

beach marks were not well visible on the fracture. For better 

determine of crack front shape in the early stage of fatigue 

fracture, a few blades were vibrated only to the first crack 

detection. Next the blades were statically tensioned and 

ruptured with use the testing machine. During performing of 

an experiment, different schemes of fatigue fracture of the 

blades were observed. The main result of presented 

investigation is the crack growth plot obtained for the blade 

including defects similar to foreign object damage. If the 

blade is without mechanical defects, the fracture scheme is 

quite different. 

K. P. Lorenzino(2014) 

This paper assesses the potential of using the observed 

variations of the resonance frequency in fatigue tests for 

identifying crack initiation and propagation, and for 

determining total cracked areas, during fatigue crack 

growth. Tests were performed on commercially pure 

(99.5%) aluminum plates using mode I stress controlled 

fatigue loading with R ¼ 0:1 in a commercial resonant 

testing machine. The resonance frequency was found to 

increase with increasing number of cycles due to material 

hardening, but also to peak and subsequently decrease 

through a reduction in cross-sectional area caused by crack 

growth. It has been found that the point where the resonance 

frequency peaks correlates very well with the beginning of 

the propagation stage, as determined through analysis of 

specimen photographs extracted from video recordings of 

the tests and by digital image correlation. Analysing changes 

in resonance frequency allows one to estimate the beginning 

of the crack initiation and propagation stages even in smooth 

specimens, 

where the initiation site is not localized a priori and 

therefore obtaining the required photographic information 

may be difficult. In this situation, other crack monitoring 

techniques such as those based on replicas or potential drops 

are almost useless with large specimens. The proposed 

technique greatly facilitates the analysis of stress intensity 

factor thresholds and allows one to establish whether a crack 

is growing at a given time simply from the variation of the 

resonance frequency. Using a commercial resonant testing 

machine instead of a custom-built machine makes the 

technique more flexible as regards materials, geometry and 

loading (tensile, torsional) conditions; also, it facilitates 

implementation at an industrial research level. 

III. CONCLUSION 

1) we have carried out an investigation on the validity of 

resonance frequency analysis for identifying crack 

initiation and propagation phases in fatigue tests. 

2) The initiation stage for a crack 0.25 mm in size in 

components with a fatigue life exceeding 106 cycles 

was found to account for 90% of the total life. 

3) It is found from crack shape development that the 

fatigue crack grows slowly in the depth direction, while 

the crack continues to grow rapidly in the surface 

direction 

4) The crack shape varies depending on the loading mode 

and the presence of stress concentration 

5) A major tool used for the development of the crack is 

an experimentally validated, rate and size dependent, 

crystal plasticity model that is used for the 

computational modeling of the mechanical response at 

the level of individual grains 

6) Considering the effect of corrosion damage, anodic 

dissolution and hydrogen embrittlement, on the material 

elements, a corrosion-blunting-fracture model for CFCP 

is developed. 
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7) Initially, the crack growth rate was higher in the depth 

direction than in the surface direction. After about half 

the thickness, the crack started growing faster in the 

surface direction than in the depth direction as observed 

experimentally and analytically. 

8) The cracked model J-values based on a single value of 

crack propagation parameters given in the code, are not 

able to model crack growth properly and tends to 

overestimate life. 

9) The proposed model has quantitatively predicted the 

experimentally observed crack retardation after a single 

overload. The magnitude of the crack retardation for 

different overload levels has also been correctly 

predicted. 

10) The proposed model is also able to quantitatively 

predict the crack acceleration effects under different 

underload levels and different constant amplitude 

loading DK levels following the application of a single 

underload; the predictions are also in good agreement 

with the experimental observations. 

11) The increment in crack length after the application of an 

underload, DaUL, has been proposed as a suitable 

factor to evaluate the magnitude of the crack 

acceleration. It has been found that Da UL increases 

with both the applied under load level and the baseline 

constant amplitude loading DK level at which the under 

load is applied. 
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